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Abstract. Huet proposed delay!c?g some unifications of typed lambda terms, as part of a higher-order 
resolution method. This paper abstracts that idea from the resolution context. Unification delays 
are formalised independently of any context, by defining a lambda calculus where a unification 
constraint forms an integral part of each term. This calculus is shown to support a;r unusually 
simple unification theory, where most genera1 unifiers trivially always exist. Attention shifts from 
the existence of unifiers to the simplification of expressions for most genera1 unifiers. The approach 
is convenient for discussing the unification of untyped lambda terms and has promise for discussing 
schematic unification of term schemes. It may also be a convenient format for unification algorithms 
in rewriting systems which use lazy evaluation to compute w :tT, notations for infinite structilres. 
1. Introduction 
More convenient, powerful and efficient unification algorithms are desired for 
the implementation of, for example, extended logic programming languages and 
interactive proof editors. Huet’s technique [l] of delnying unification subproblems 
shows promise from this point of view. The motivation for this approach is that 
unification often occurs in some context (resolution theorem proving in Huet’s case) 
in which parts of a unification problem can correctly be delayed until some other 
parts of the global problem are solved. The other solutions may cause substitutions 
into the delayed subproblem so as to make it easier to solve. For example, the 
subproblem may have a most general unifier after substitution, where it had none 
before. Huet embedded this technique within a discussion of higher-order resolution 
theorem proving, based on the typed lambda calculus. That obscures the attractive 
simplicity of the basic idea. The aim of this paper is to expose the technique in 
isolation and to argue that it has promise for discussing previously difficult unification 
problems. 
As examples of the use of this technique we first discuss a simple unification 
problem from the untyped lambda calculus, then a refinement in which the global 
computation makes a contribution. 
Consider the pair of untyped lambda terms 
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where c, d are distinct constants, X, y, z are distinct variables and is some term 
which includes a free occurrence of y and has no normal form. As has no normal 
form, the question of unifying Q and Q’ is certainly outside the scope of the typed 
lambda calculus considered by Huet [I, 21. As detailed later however, sufficient of 
Huet’s methods apply to deal with the problem; in brief, as follows. First, the 
problem simp. &es to the simultaneous unification of the pairs 
(AzW, Azy), (x, d), ((dc), x). 
The second of these pairs can be used to simplify the problem to the simultaneous 
unification of 
(CdlxlAW Azy), ((dc), d). 
At the same time the substitution [d/x] is generated as part of any final unifying 
substitution. Now however it is clear that the pair ((dc), d) is not unifiable, so that 
the unification fails. 
The above example did not draw on any global context. It may however be 
regarded as having delayed the unification of AZ W with hzy. That could be program- 
med into a unification algorithm by, for example, giving reduction steps lower 
priority than other nonbranching simplifications. 
Now, consider a related example which draws on a global context. For example, 
a wider unification problem would provide such a context. Here we use a Prolog-like 
notation to suggest a simple context. Consider a procedure p defined by the clause 
p(Az(z Wx (yc))) :- y = d 
and the query 
?-p(Az(zydx)). 
The unification problem generated is to unify the pair 
Az(z wx (Yd)), Az(zydx). 
This simplifies as before to the problem of simultaneously unifying the pairs 
(Cdl x]AzW, Azy ), ((YC), d). 
Here the unification question is not trivial, although it is clear that the query which 
motivates the problem ought to fail. Evaluation of W may be unending and 
inconclusive. Immediate unification of the pair ((UC), d) will cause branching. Note 
on the other hand that some evaluation of W may expose a head normal form. In 
contexts less obvious than the present one, this could be decisive for resolving the 
query. 
An appropriate strategy is to interleave unification with further global computa- 
tion. Suppose, for example, that we are using a computation rule which calls for 
no evaluation of W at this point, so that the subgoal ?- y = d is considered next. 
is generates a substitution [d/y]. This substitution is applied in particular to the 
delayed unification problem, at which point it fails along the same lines as the 
previous example. 
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2. view of conventiona 
2.1. Terms 
First we recall the standard definition of ordinary untyped lambda terms. Later 
we may call these absolute terms, in order to distinguish them from the constrained 
terms used to formalise delays. The following recursive definition is based on some 
given infinite set of variables, and some finite or infinite (maybe empty) set of 
constants. 
Definition 2.1. (a) Each variable and each constant is a term. 
(b) For all terms a and a’, (aa’) is a term. 
(c) For all terms a and variables X, (A x a) is a term. 
We apply the usual conventions for abbreviating terms by omission of parentheses. 
The reader is referred to Huet [2] for a brief description of typed lambda terms. 
2.2. Blocks and substitutions 
We use the standard substitution operations for the lambda calculus, which 
substitute only for free occurrences of the substituted variables and which avoid 
capturing variables. Later we refer to this sort of substitution aq absolute substitution, 
to emphasize its difference from the constrained substitution to be defined in 
Definition 3.8. It is convenient o make explicit the idea of specifying a substitution. 
We call such a specification a block (later, an absolute blc ck). 
Definition 2.2. .A block is a finite function from some variables to terms. 
We write “id” for the empty block (and also for the substitution it specifies; the 
ambiguity is to be resolved by context). We write (a,, . . . , a,/q, . . . , x,,,) to describe 
the block b whose domain comprises the distinct variables xl,. . . ,x,,,, such that 
b(xlj=ai,i=l,..., m. We also write [a,, . . . ,4,/x,, . . . ) x,,,] for the substitution 
specified by such a block b. For blocks b in general we may write [b] for the 
substitution specified by b. 
It is also convenient o write b(x) = I to indicate that x is not in the domain of 6. 
Composition of substitutions induces a corresponding operation on blocks, which 
we call composition also. The (standard) definition is as follows. 
2.3. For all blocks b and b’, the composite block b 0 b’ is defined as follows. 
For all variables x, 
(a) if b’(x) = 1, then (bob’)(x) = b(x); 
(b) if b’(x) # I, ahen (bob’)(x) = [b](b’(x)). 
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2.3. Equivalence of terms 
Except where noted otherwise, the work of this paper can be applied regardless 
of whether equivalence of terms means a-equivalence (equality up to changes of 
bound variable) or reduction equivalence (equality up to changes of bound variable 
and expression evaluation). The case of a-equivalence has little direct interest since 
delaying unification algorithms are scarcely necessary. Most general unifiers always 
exist (see [3,4,5]). Mowever, ar-equivalence is of interest when unification is con- 
sidered of schematic terms which allow metavariables as part of the syntax. It is 
planned to discuss that separately. 
In the reduction equivalence case, our work applies equally to each of the cases 
of P-reduction and &-reduction. 
In what follows we shall write “ - ” to denote the desired concept of equivalence 
of terms. 
2.4. Equivalence and preorder for blocks and substitutions 
Given a concept of equivalence for terms, there are two standard equivalence 
concepts for substitutions. We retail these concepts, and a preorder, for blocks. In 
each case the induced concept for substitutions is evident and is left implicit. 
Definition 2.4. We call two blocks 
for all terms a, [ b]a - [ b’]a. 
b, b’ functionally equivalent, and write b - b’, if, 
efinition 2.5. For all blocks b and b’, b c 6’ means that there is a block b* such 
that b’- b*ob. 
Definition 2.6. We call two blocks b and 6’ equivalent, and write b = b’, if b E b’ 
and 6% b. Evidently, functionally equivalent blocks are equivalent. 
2.5. Unification 
Our definition of unifier is as follows. 
efinition 2.7. A unifier (or absolute unifier) of two terms a, a’ is a block b such 
that [b]a - [b]a’. 
lt would be more conventic ?a1 to call the substitution [b] the unifier. The output 
of a unification algorithm is however . alock rather than a substitution. For this 
and other reasons, our approach, though the same in substance, is a little more 
convenient and precise. 
Another minor variation in our unifier definition is that we require unification 
only up to equivalence of terms. It is common, even when reduction equivalence 
of terms is being considered, to require a-equivalence. There is no conceptual basis b 
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for that requirement when the significant equivalence relation is coarser than 
a-equivalence. Our approach is more convenient heoretically. 
Ideally, the unifiers of two terms would be described by a most general unifier, 
as follows. 
Definition 2.8. A most general unifier b of two terms a, a’ is a unifier such that, for 
all unifiers b’, 6 5 6’. 
Deciding whether two terms are unifiable, and if so, calculating most general 
unifiers, is straightforward if equivalence of terms is a-equivalence, as already 
mentioned. In the case of reduction equivalence the question whether two terms 
are unifiable is not decidable, and most general unifiers do not exist in general; see 
[2]. We aim to enlarge the vocabulary available for discussing unifiers, so as to deal 
with these difficulties more conveniently. 
3. Constrained terms and constrained blocks 
3.1. Constraints 
We slightly modify the terminology of [l], as follows. 
Definition 3.1. A constraint item, or in brief an item, is either a special primitive 
fail, or an ordered pair (a, a’) of absolute terms. 
The meaning intended for an item is this: a block 6 satisfies (a, a’) provided that 
[b]a - [ b]a’. In other words, an item constrains an absolute block to be a unifier 
of a certain pair of terms. No block satisfies fail. 
Definition 3.2. A constraint is set of constraint items. We may loosely write fail for 
any unsatisfiable constraint. 
The meaning intended for a constraint is that an absolute block b satisfies a 
constraint C if it satisfies all elements of C. For readability we often confuse the 
constraint {(a, a’)} with the item (a, a’) which is its sole element. 
It is convenient o use logical notation to make assertions about constraints. In 
particular, we write C + C’ to assert hat every block which satisfies C also satisfies 
C’. We also write Cc) C’ to assert hat C + C’ and C’+ C’. 
We now define the concept of a constrained term. 
efinition 3.3. A constrained term is an ordered pair (a, C), where a is an absolute 
term and C is a constraint. 
The meaning intended for a constrained term is that it represents a family of 
absolute terms [b]a, one for each absolute bW satisfies the constraint C. 
We may loosely write fail also for any constrained term whose constraint is 
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unsatisfiable. Since absolute blocks are the indices of these families, in this context 
we may refer to absolute blocks as indices. 
In view of the intended meanings of constrained terms it is natural to define 
equivalence for constrained terms as follows. 
efinition 3.4. We say that constrained terms (a, C), (a’, C’) are equivalent, and 
write (a, C) - (a’, C’), if 
(a) C-C’, and 
(b) for all indices j which satisfy C, [ j]a - [ j]a’. 
As an example of equivalence we note the following. 
mma 3.5. .&r d absolute terms a and a’, (a, (a, a’)) - (a’, (a, a’)). 
Prwf. The constraints are trivially equivalent. It remains to show, for all j which 
satisfy (a, a’), that [ j]a - [ j]a’. This also is trivial. Cl 
It is useful to extend the concept of substitution, as specified by an absolute 
block, to items and constraints, as follows. 
Definition 3.6. The result [ b]( a, a’) of applying a substitution [b] to an item (a, a’) 
is defined to be ([ b]a, [ b]a’). For each constraint C, [b] C is defined to comprise 
the elements [b]i, where i is an arbitrary item in C. 
A key step is the introduction of constraints into blocks and substitutions. The 
intuition is as follows. A substitution selects some instances of a term. One way of 
selecting instances of a constrained term is to tighten its constraint. The constraint 
of a cona:rained substitution is used to tighten the constraint of the terms to which 
it is applied. We now formalise this intuition. 
nition 3.7. A constrained block is a pair (b, D), where b is an absolute block 
and D is a constraint. 
A constrained substitution [b, D] is the (prefix notation) operator on 
constrained terms (a, C) defined by 
I3 ma, a = WIQ, D u WC)- 
We may also write [c] for the constrained substitution [b, D] which is defined by 
the constrained block c = (b, D). We may loosely write fair for any constrained 
block or substitution whose constraint is unsatisfiable. 
e co osition of constrained substitutions induces the following composition 
operation on constrained blocks. 
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The composite (b, D)o( b’, D’) of constrained blocks (b, D) and 
(b’, D’) k defined to be the constrained block 
(bob’, Dv [b]D’). 
The correctness of this definition can be expressed as follows. 
Lemma 3.10. For all constrained blocks c and c’, [c] 0 [c’] = [co c’]. 
Proof. We show, for all constrained terms t = (a, C), that ([c]o[c’])t = l+c’]t. We 
write c=(b, D), c’=(b’, D’). As [c’]t =([b’]a, D’u[b’]C), we have 
[c][c’]t = ([b][b’]a, DU [b]D’u [b][b’]C) 
= ([bob’la, Dv [b]D’u [bob’]C) = [coc’]t, 
as required. 0 
The following fact is fundamental. 
Lemma 3.11. For all constrained terms t, t’ and all constrained blocks c, t - t’ implies 
[c]t - [c]t’. 
Proof. Say t = (a, C), t’ = (a’, C’), c = (b, D). By assumption, C ti C’ and, for all j 
which satisfy C, [ j]a - [ j]a’. We show that [b]C e[b]C’ and that, for all j’ which 
satisfy :b]C, [j’][b]a -[j’][b]a’. 
To show that [ b]C w [ b]C’, suppose, for example, that j’ satisfies [b]C. Then 
j’o b satisfies C, hence, j’o b satisfies C’, hence j’ satisfies [b]C’, as required. 
The remainder of the proof is similarly straightforward, and is omitted. Cl 
3.2. Constrained unification 
When unifying constrained terms by constrained substitutions it is natural to 
supplement the conventional unification condition with a further condition whose 
intuitive content is: the constraint of a unifier should unify the constraints of the 
terms under consideration. Hence the following definition. 
nition 3.12. A constrained block c = (b, D) is a unifier of constrained terms 
t = (a, C), t’ = (a’, C’) if 
(a) D+[b]Cu[b]C’, and 
(b) [c]t-[c]t’. 
This definition exposes the general structure of the unifier concept. For reasoning 
about unifiers it is often convenient o use the following characterisation. 
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Lemma 3.13. A constrained block c = (6, D) unifies two constrained terms t= (a, C) 
and t’ = (6 , C’) if and only if 
(a) D+[b]Cu[b]C’, and 
(W D-, ([b]a, PIa’)= 
and in that case each of the unified terms is equivalent to each of ([b]a, D), ([b]a’, D). 
Proof. Evidently, (a) implies that D w [b] C c) D c, D u [ b]C’. Thus it is enough to 
show that when (a) holds, (b) is equivalent o Definition 3.12(b). But Definition 
3.12(b) holds if and only if D u [b] C f, D u [ b]C’ and, for all j which satisfy 
D u [b]C, [ j][ b]a - [ j][b]a’. When (a) holds, that occurs if and only if, for all j 
which satisfy D, j satisfies ([ b]a, [b]a’); as required. Cl 
The naturalness of the unifier definition is supported by the following result. 
Intuitively, this result expresses a delaying of the entire unification problem. For 
readability we confuse an item (a, a’) with the singleton set containing just that item. 
Lemma 3.14. For all constrained terms t= (a, C), t’ = (a’, C’), t and t’ have the unifier 
c = (id, C v C’ v (a, a’)). 
Proof. Evidently, [id] C = C, and similarly for C’. Hence Lemma 3.13(a) is evident. 
To show (b) of Lemma 3.13, we note that, for every j satisfying C v C’ v (a, a’), 
[ j]a - [ j]a’; the result follows since, evidently, j = joid. Cl 
Since the unifier just mentioned delays the whole unification problem, it is 
plausible that it should be a most general unifier. We confirm this as follows. First 
we define the fol owing concept of functional equivalence for constrained blocks. 
As usual, the corresponding definition for substitutions is implied. 
nition 3.15. Two constrained blocks c, c’ are called functionally equivalent, 
denoted c - c’, if, for all constrained terms t, [c] t - [c’] t. 
The following equivalent form of this definition is also useful. 
mma 3.16. Two constrained blocks c = (6, D), c’= (b’, D’) ai; functionally 
equivalent if and only if both the following conditions hold. 
(a) D-D’; 
(b) For all terms t = (a, C) and all indices j which satisfy D v [b]C, [jo b]a - 
[job’]a. 
First suppose that c and c’ are functionally equivalent. To show (a), choose 
t = (a, 8) for some absolute term a. Then ([ b]a, D) - ([ b’]a], D’), so, by definition 
of equivalence, Dt, en (b) is immediate from the definition of equivalence 
for constrained blocks. 
The converse is also evident. Cl 
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We now define the preordering of constrained blocks on which the concept of 
most general unifier is based. 
ition 3.17. For constrained blocks c, c’, we say that c c c’ if there is a constrained 
block c* such that c’ - c*o c. 
The equivalence relation generated by this preorder will also be of interest. 
Definition 3.18. We call two constrained blocks c, c’ unifier equivalent if c or c’ and 
c’c c. We denote this relation c = c’. 
Our concept of most general unifier follows 
the conventional way. 
from the above preorder concept in 
Definition 3.19. A most general unifier of two 
such that, for all unifiers c’ of t, t’, c r= c’. 
constrained terms t, t’ is a unifier c 
Proposition 3.20. For all constrained terms t= (a, C), t’ = (a’, C’), 
c=(id, CuC’u(a,a’)) 
is a most general unifier of t and t’. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.14 it is enough to show for every unifier c’ = (b, D) that 
c’ - c’o c. Now 
c’oc=(b, Du[b]Cu[b]C’u([b]a,[b]a’)), 
so from Lemma 3.16 it is enough to show 
Dc*Du[b]Cu[b]C’u([b]a,[b]a’). 
This is evident from Lemma 3.13. Cl 
Lemma 3.21. For all constrained terms t, t’ and all constrained blockzs c,c’, if c is a 
unifier oft and t’ and if c c c’, then c’ is a umifier oft, t’. 
Proof. Say c’- c*oc. Now, [c]t-[c]t’ is given, so, by Lemma 3.11, [c*w]t- 
[c*oc] t’. The result follows from the definition of functional equivalence. Cl 
Corollary 3.22. If also c = c’ and c is a most general unifier of t and t’, then also c’ 
is a most general unifier of t and t’. 
roof. It is enough to show for an arbitrary unifier c* that C’CC”. But C’CC, and 
c L c* since c is a most general unifier. Cl 
lification of constraine 
ur approach shifts attention from unifiability, which has become trivial, to the 
simplification of expressions denoting constrained substitutions. We are not required 
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to describe all possible unifiers of two terms by a single constrained bloc 
are enabled to do so. 
t we 
In this section we shall consider simplifying a constrained block to a block 
is unifier equivalent. The ideal, generally unattainable in the case of reduction 
equivalence, is to either remove the block’s constraint, or else show the constraint 
unsatisfiable. 
4.1. Elemen tarry simplifications 
Here we note some simple observations which apply regardless of the underlying 
concept of equivalence for absolute terms. The proofs are evident and omitted. 
Lemma 4.1. For all constrained blocks c = (b, D v (a, a’)), c is equivalent to c’ = (b, D’) 
in each of the following cases. 
(a) a- a’ and D’= D; 
(b) D’ = D v (a’,a); 
(c) a - a* and D’= Dv (a*, a’); 
(d) a=hxl...x,,,ao, a’=Ax’, . . . xl,a&, for some i, xi does not occur free in a0 and 
xi does not occur free in a& and D’= D v (ai, a:), where 
Qi = AX, . . . Xi-13 Xi+1 . . . x,ao, 
ai = Axi . . . xi-,, xi+, . . . x’,a& 
4.2. Reduction equivalence simplifications 
Next we extract he nonbranching steps from [2] and show that they simplify 
constrained blocks. Huet’s work was for reduction equivalence of typed lambda 
terms. We show that these nonbranching steps work equally well for untyped lambda 
terms under reduction equivalence. This observation is not particularly deep. The 
point is rather that we have a conceptual framework within which the observation 
has value. 
We follow [2] in calling an absolute term Ax1 . . . x,(a,a, . . . ar) rigid if a0 is a 
constant or one of x1,. . . , x,. Otherwise, an absolute term in head normal form is 
called flexible. The following result, together with Lemma 4.1, corresponds in the 
case of typed Lbsolute terms to Huet’s algorithm SIMPL. 
. For ali rigid absolute terms 
a = Ax,. . . xJaoaI . . . a,), m20,paO, 
a’=hxi . . . xL(aha: . . . a;), zao,qao, 
and, for all constrained blocks c = (b, w (a, a ‘)), c is unifier equivalent to ct = (b, 
(b) m = n and a0 f (Ax’, . . . xLah)x, . . . xn and D’= fail. 
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(c) p # q and D’ = fail. 
(d) m=nandp=qandaO=(hx~...x’,a&)xl...x,,andD’=DuD* where 
D*={(AxI...x,ai,hx~...x’,a:):i=l ,..., p}. 
Proof. In each of cases (a), (b), (c), it is elementary to show that (a, a’) cannot be 
satisfied by any in cx. In case (d), it is enough to show for all indices j that j 
satisfies (a, a’) if and only if j satisfies all items in D*. This has been proved in 
[2, p. 361 by an argument which does not depend on the typing of terms. Cl 
We next consider the simplification of rigid-flexible items. For typed lambda 
terms this is the subject of the MATCH algorithm of [2]. Most of MATCH prescribes 
branching and so is omitted here, but the following fragment does not branch. 
Lemma 4.3. For all 
flexible a = Ax, . . . x,,,( a,-,a, . . . a,,), m a 0, p 2 0, and 
rigid a’= Ax;. . . xl(aha’, . . . a:), naO,qaO, 
if m > n, then (a, a’) is unsatisjable. 
Proof. As in 12, p. 341; in brief, m cannot be decreased by substitution for a and 
subsequent reduction; and nothing can increase n. Hence, no substitution can unify 
a and a’. Cl 
The heart of any unification algorithm is the instantiation of variables. In the 
context of a+equivalence, items of the form (x, a), where x is a variable and a 
includes a free occurrence of x, cannot be satisfied. When equivalence of terms is 
reduction equivalence however, such constraints are solvable generally, by fixed 
points, in typed as well as untyped lambda calculi; see, for example, [2, p. 381. 
On the other hand, in the simple case when a has no free occurrence of x, an 
item (x, a) in the constraint of a block (6, D) can be removed as follows, even in 
the case of reduction equivalence. 
Proposition 4.4. For all variables x, all absolute terms a such that x does not oecut 
free in a, and all constrained blocks c = (6, D v (x, a )), c is unifier equivalent to c’, 
where c’= ((a lx)0 6, [n/x]D). 
roof. To show c’c, c, we show that c - (id, (x, a))0 c’. The right-hand side is 
((a/x)+, (x, a) v WxlD’), so we first show that (x, a) v [a/x] 
apply the standard result that, for all absolute bloc 
is functionally equivalent o j. It follows that [a/x] 
To complete the argument hat c’E~, it is eno ima 3.16, to show 
that, for all absolute terms a and all j which satisfv a) u D, (, it? b)a - jo(a/x)ob. 
In view of the standard result just mentioned, that is immediate. 
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lb show conversely that CC c’, we show that c’- ((a/x), O)o c. But the right-hand 
side is ((a/x)4, [alx]D v (a, a)), which is evidently equivalent o cl. Cl 
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